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Abstract
The Einstein-de Haas (EdH) effect and its reciprocal the Barnett effect are fundamental to mag-
netism and uniquely yield measures of the ratio of magnetic moment to total angular momentum.
These effects, small and generally difficult to observe, are enjoying a resurgence of interest as
contemporary techniques enable new approaches to their study. The high mechanical resonance
frequencies in nanomechanical systems offer a tremendous advantage for the observation of EdH
torques in particular. At radio frequencies, the EdH effect can become comparable to or even ex-
ceed in magnitude conventional cross-product magnetic torques. In addition, the RF-EdH torque
is expected to be phase-shifted 90◦ relative to cross-product torques, provided the magnetic system
remains in quasi-static equilibrium, enabling separation in quadratures when both sources of torque
are operative. Radio frequency EdH measurements are demonstrated through the full hysteresis
range of micrometer scale, monocrystalline yttrium iron garnet (YIG) disks. Equilibrium behavior
is observed in the vortex state at low bias field. Barkhausen-like features emerge in the in-plane
EdH torque at higher fields in the vortex state, revealing magnetic disorder too weak to be visible
through the in-plane cross-product torque. Beyond vortex annihilation, peaks arise in the EdH
torque versus bias field, and these together with their phase signatures indicate additional utility
of the Einstein-de Haas effect for the study of RF-driven spin dynamics.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Einstein-de Haas (EdH) measurements on magnetic systems, historically, have been
challenging1–5 owing to the small magnitudes of EdH torques in relation to conventional,
cross-product of field and moment vector magnetic torques. EdH measurements involve
application of an alternating magnetic field parallel to a mechanical torsion axis in order to
probe the intrinsic, microscopic coupling of magnetic moment and mechanical angular mo-
mentum in the sample. The angular momentum variation accompanying field-driven changes
in net moment is governed by the material’s magnetomechanical ratio, g′6. Determinations
of g′ have been the primary motivation for EdH studies. There is also an opportunity to
exploit the EdH effect to measure AC susceptibilities along the direction of an applied AC
magnetic field.
A conventional magnetic torque experiment7, by contrast intrinsically measures magnetic
anisotropies, by sensing the magnetic potential energy variation versus angle for a magnetic
object in an external applied field. Anisotropies can arise from specimen shape, composition,
and microstructure via dipolar, spin-orbit, exchange, and interfacial couplings. When the
anisotropy is known, the cross-product torque is useful for the determination of magnetic
moment (torque magnetometry). The ratio of net magnetic moment, m, to net angular
momentum, J , in a magnetic material is given in terms of g′ by
m
J
= g′ e
2me
≡ γ′ (1)
where e and me are the electron charge and mass. We define this quantity as the spin-
mechanical gyromagnetic ratio of the material, γ′, to position mechanical torque experiments
on a parallel footing with spin precession measurements. Simultaneous EdH and cross-
product torque measurements represent an opportunity to determine γ′ directly, via ratios
of the mechanical signal amplitudes.
The miniaturization of torque sensors that began late in the 20th century with silicon
micromachining8 has created new opportunities for study of the EdH effect. An elegant
determination of g′ for a Permalloy thin film was reported in 2006 by Wallis et al.9, who
deposited the sample on a silicon microcantilever and measured at the 13 kHz fundamental
flexural resonance of that device. The Einstein - de Haas effect in a 23 kHz YIG cantilever
has been used to detect angular momentum pumping driven by the spin Seebeck effect10.
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Finally, the physics of the Barnett effect has been elucidated recently through inductively
detected electron and nuclear spin resonance experiments, with and without the detection
coil in the reference frame of the rotating specimen11,12.
The present work draws attention to distinguishing features of EdH torques that emerge
as EdH experiments are miniaturized further, both in the quasi-static regime where the
magnetic system remains at or near instantaneous equilibrium with the total applied field,
and as spin dynamics begin to emerge.
II. SIMULTANEOUS EINSTEIN-DE HAAS AND CROSS-PRODUCT
AC MAGNETIC TORQUES: CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK
A quantitative sense of the magnitude of the quasi-static RF-EdH effect for standard
specimens is obtained by considering mechanical torque measurements on a disk of soft
ferromagnetic material, in the configuration illustrated in the upper left panel of Fig. 1.
The sample material is assumed to be magnetically isotropic with a constant volume sus-
ceptibility, χ, at low fields. The shape has magnetometric demagnetizing factors Nz and
Nr = (1−Nz)/2 in the axial and radial directions13,14. Application of RF and DC magnetic
fields, HRFz sin(ωt) and H
DC
x to the disk, both assumed small enough to remain in the con-
stant susceptibility regime, and taking B = µ0H for all external applied fields, yields the
RF cross-product torque
τm×By = −(χV (1−Nr)HDCx )(µ0HRFz sin(ωt))
+ (χV (1−Nz)HRFz sin(ωt))(µ0HDCx )
= −µ0(Nz −Nr)χV HDCx HRFz sin(ωt).
(2)
Equation 2 represents the resultant y-torque, after the contribution from the moment along
x multiplied by the RF field along z (first term) is reduced by the induced RF moment
along z multiplied by the DC field along x (the second term is significant outside the very
thin film limit where Nz ≈ 1). This same RF drive will generate an EdH mechanical torque
along z (not measurable with the devices used here), according to
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FIG. 1. Conceptual overview of simultaneous cross-product and EdH torque measurements on
a micromagnetic disk supported by a mechanical torsion resonator. The RF and DC magnetic
field geometry is illustrated at the upper left. HRFy drives the EdH torque, τ
EdH
y , while H
RF
z
drives the cross-product torque, τm×By . The DC field along x is variable, and swept for hysteresis
measurements. a) Simulated torques for a 2.1 µm diameter by 490 nm thick YIG disk with a mag-
netic vortex spin texture at low bias fields, showing the cross-product torque linear proportionality
to field, and the EdH torque field strength-independence. b) Simulated torques as a function of
frequency, showing the EdH torque strength proportionality to frequency, and the cross-product
torque frequency-independence. c) The ratio of the linear slopes as in panels b) and c), as a func-
tion of sample geometry. The physical constant governing the overall scale of torque slope ratios
is the inverse electron gyromagnetic ratio. Lines: analytical results for cylinders and ellipsoids of
revolution, assuming uniform magnetization. Symbols: a collection of micromagnetic simulations
of YIG disks, including cubic anisotropy with an easy axis oriented along zˆ. The star corresponds
to the aspect ratio used for panels a) and b). All torque amplitudes in this figure are calculated
for RF drive field strengths of 80 A/m RMS.
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τEdHz = −
dJz
dt
= −2me
eg′ (1−Nz)χV ωH
RF
z cos(ωt),
(3)
where the minus sign comes from total angular momentum conservation of the combined
magnetic/mechanical system in the absence of external torques.
The EdH torque of Eq. 3 reflects the RF magnetic susceptibility along zˆ. A linear increase
with frequency of the relative amplitudes of EdH and cross-product torques is expected,
along with a quadrature phase relationship between the two signals. Both consequences
arise from the single time derivative of the mechanical angular momentum underlying the
EdH torque.
The current experiment has a single torque sensing axis and therefore a separate RF drive
field, HRFy sin(ωt), is used to excite an in-plane EdH torque,
τEdHy = −
dJy
dt
= −2me
eg′ (1−Nr)χV ωH
RF
y cos(ωt),
(4)
We turn to numerical simulation of the torques with MuMax315 to account for the in-
fluence of nonuniform spin textures, magnetocrystalline anisotropy, and other modifications
beyond the simplest scenario. Results from a micromagnetic simulation of RF cross-product
and EdH torques for a yttrium iron garnet disk of height-to-diameter aspect ratio 0.23 and in
the vortex state are plotted in Figs. 1a and 1b, respectively, versus low bias fields, Hx (omit-
ting the superscript DC from this point forward), for fixed frequency and versus frequency,
f , for fixed low bias field. These graphs emphasize the take-away from equations 2 and 3 that
the torques are linearly proportional respectively to Hx and f = ω/2pi, and independent of
the other parameter, when the system remains quasi-statically in magnetic equilibrium. The
simulation predicts crossover of the EdH and cross-product torque magnitudes at f/g′ = 2
MHz and Hx = 160 A/m, as a specific example.
An estimation of the relative torques for arbitrary shapes can be obtained from a plot of
the ratio of these two slopes, which in the linear regime can be written
dτm×By /dHx
dτEdHy /df
= cτ
µ0γ′
2pi
, (5)
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where cτ is a sample-specific dimensionless constant accounting for anisotropy. In the ana-
lytic case presented above, cτ = (Nz −Nr)/(1−Nr) = (1− 3Nr)/(1−Nr).
When the two RF drives are of the same strength, the predicted ratio of the two torque
amplitudes is
τm×By
τEdHy
= cτ
γ′µ0
2pi
Hx
f
. (6)
An analog of the expression for Larmor precession arises for conditions where the torque
magnitudes are equal and the left-hand side therefore equals unity. In the Larmor case, the
frequency is governed by a ratio of magnetic torque to spin angular momentum, governed
by the relevant spectroscopic splitting g-factor and generally also with at least a small
modification by a magnetic anisotropy term16.
Fig. 1c summarizes these results, and presents a quantity that is independent of the
material-specific g′ by showing (cτµ0γ′/2pig′) versus the height-over-diameter aspect ratio,
h/d. (The division by g′ cancels the g′ built-in to γ′.) The scale of torque slope ratios is
anchored by 4pime/(µ0e) = 17588 m/C, for fields and frequencies measured in A/m and Hz.
To describe any particular sample, the 17588 m/C value is multiplied by the corresponding
cτ accounting for the aggregate anisotropy. The torque slope ratio decreases as the sample
becomes more isotropic, for example as a thin disk becomes taller and the cross-product
torque decreases. In the case of the disk, this decrease of cross-product torque is slightly
offset by a decrease of the in-plane susceptibility and hence of the EdH torque, as the disk
becomes taller. As numerical examples in the limit of a thin disk with h/d ∼ 0, and with
f/g′ = 2 MHz, the cross-product torque will equal the EdH torque when Hx ≡ Hcrossover =
4 × 106 s−1/(2 × 17588 m/C) = 114 A/m. This is a very achievable condition for routine
micromechanical magnetometry. In comparison, note that for the mechanical frequency of
Ref. Wallis (13 kHz), we would have Hcrossover = 0.37 A/m (approximately 1/100 of Earth’s
field), and for that of the original EdH experiment (50 Hz), it would be about 1/25,000 of
Earth’s field.
Results from a series of micromagnetic simulations for yttrium iron garnet cylinders of
various aspect ratios, all in the magnetic vortex spin texture, are shown by the closed
symbols in Fig. 1c. The cubic anisotropy is oriented to have an easy axis along z, which is
also the axis of the vortex core. The open star demarcates the aspect ratio corresponding
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to the simulation results shown in Figs. 1a,b. Again, to yield the same (y) component of
torque, the AC drive field directions for EdH, cross-product torques in the calculation are
along yˆ, zˆ, respectively. Analytical curves representing the expected ratio of cross-product
and Einstein - de Haas AC torque magnitudes are presented also, for cylinders and ellipsoids
of revolution of any soft ferromagnetic material having an isotropic volume susceptibility.
The dashed curve for the ellipsoid of revolution has its zero crossing at aspect ratio = 1
(sphere), where the cross-product torque vanishes. The corresponding aspect ratio where
the radial and axial demagnetizing factors for the cylinder are equal (where its axial and
radial demagnetizing factors are equal) is h/d = 0.9. At low aspect ratio, the more rapid
initial decrease of the torque slope ratio for ellipsoids versus cylinders reflects the more rapid
increase of the radial demagnetizing factor for the cylinders, as the height increases.
Qualitatively, the torque slope ratio from the simulations at low aspect ratio is closer
to the analytical result for the ellipsoids of revolution; the vortex texture helps sustain the
ease of magnetizing in-plane, initially as the height increases. The taller YIG disks show
a net-zero cross-product torque at an aspect ratio close to that of the analytical cylinders.
The vortex texture and cubic anisotropy conspire overall to yield a more linear decrease of
the torque slope ratio versus aspect ratio, in comparison to either of the analytical results.
The contributions of the spin texture and anisotropy are not fully independent, in modify-
ing the torques over the simple analytical case. For the sample orientation in this study,
having a magnetocrystalline easy axis parallel to the cylinder axis, negative Kc also helps
to stabilize the vortex texture in taller cylinders. The coupling of these effects underscores
the importance of performing micromagnetic simulations of the torques.
III. EXPERIMENTAL
For comparative measurements of EdH and cross-product torques, an array of mechan-
ical sensors is pre-fabricated through standard silicon-on-insulator processing using elec-
tron beam lithography and etching17. YIG disks of design thickness/diameter aspect ratio
h/d ∼ 0.3 are cut with a Ga+ ion beam from a thin polished wedge, transferred by nanoma-
nipulation onto the torque sensors, and tack-welded in place with a carbonaceous ion beam-
induced deposit. Monocrystalline YIG disks are a favourable choice for the demonstration:
they demagnetize into a vortex state yielding zero cross-product torque at approximately
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zero DC bias field; and their low-field magnetizing curves are not complicated by pinning
effects. The as-fabricated magnetic volumes and disk aspect ratios are somewhat lower than
the physical dimensions on account of magnetically-dead layers that are created by Ga beam
damage to a depth of at least 50 nm under surfaces exposed to the ion flux18. The results
reported below are from the double paddle device shown in the inset to Fig. 2, supporting
two disks that are equivalent to within the fabrication uncertainty. The equations of Sec. II
apply without modification to this structure. The double paddle device had the best signal
transduction out of several structures that were fabricated.
The measurements are performed in vacuum at room temperature. Uniform RF magnetic
fields along the y- and z- directions are applied using small copper wire coils wound on CNC-
machined PEEK coil forms. The coil field distributions in (A/m)/mA of coil current are
calculated by finite-element RF modeling19, and the experimental field strengths determined
in separate measurements by placing a commercial in-line RF current probe (Tektronix CT-
6) close to an identical coil structure outside the vacuum chamber. The phases of the RF
magnetic fields at the sample are determined one drive coil at a time with the current
probe. A small home-made inductive sense coil (2 turns, ∼ 1.5 mm diameter) is also used to
measure the relative field amplitudes from the two coils near the sample position, to confirm
the estimate from the finite element calculations and current amplitude measurements. The
right-handedness of the field geometry is determined with the Hall probe using DC currents
through the RF coils (left-handed field coordinates would introduce a minus sign for one of
the torques).
Uniform DC bias fields for the precision low-field torque measurements are applied using
home-made hoop electromagnets. Stronger DC fields as required for full hysteresis loops
taking the YIG disks into saturation are applied using a NdFeB permanent magnet mounted
on a lead screw driven rail, with the position and orientation of the magnet computer-
controlled through a pair of stepper motors. DC field strengths are continuously monitored
with a 3-axis Hall probe during the measurements.
Mechanical displacements driven by magnetic torque are recorded through interferomet-
ric modulation of reflected optical intensity from a 633 nm beam focussed near a silicon
paddle edge. Torque sensitivity is calibrated via thermomechanical displacement noise at
the mechanical resonance, in the absence of RF torque drive. The torsional nature of
the mechanical modes used for measurement are characterized by finite-element mechanical
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FIG. 2. Cross-product torque hysteresis loops, measured and simulated. a) The experimental
cross-product torque hysteresis of the double disk sample, driven with an RF field along zˆ at
RMS amplitude 247±7 A/m. The conversion factor between lock-in signal magnitude and torque,
obtained by thermomechanical calibration, is 41± 1 aN m / mV. A scanning electron micrograph
of the sample is shown in the inset (scale bar = 2µm). b) Cross-product torque hysteresis from
micromagnetic simulation of a single disk of 2.0 µm diameter and 0.46 µm thickness, subject to the
same RF drive amplitude used for the measurements. The torque is multiplied by two to correspond
to a net magnetic volume similar to that of the sample. The two disks of the sample are far enough
apart to neglect the dipole coupling between them. In a) and b) the solid lines show linear fits
to the low field (vortex state) and high field (quasi-uniform texture) torques. Where these lines
intersect is a sensitive indicator of aspect ratio, here at approximately 21 kA/m as indicated by the
vertical dashed line. The saturation moment from the measurements, as determined by comparing
the peak experimental and simulated torques, is ms = MsV = (3.0± 0.1)× 10−13 A·m2.
modeling19, and confirmed through spatial maps of the signal generated by raster scanning
the sample position under the laser focus. The moment of inertia of the device is asym-
metric about the torsion axis, on account of the mounting of the YIG disks on top of the
paddles. This asymmetry causes some hybridization of torsion and flexing motions, through
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angular acceleration and centripetal force. The effect on torque sensitivity is a small per-
centage reduction, as estimated using a three-spring toy model of the coupled modes (see
supplementary material section S520).
A characteristic full hysteresis measurement acquired through cross-product torque is
shown in Fig. 2a, for a double paddle sensor with a disk on each paddle. The measurement
is run with a phase-locked loop to maintain the drive frequency at the same point on the
mechanical resonance curve as the bias field is swept, correcting for the stiffening of the
torsion mode as the Zeeman energy minimum deepens at high bias field (the drive frequency
range across the measurement is 2.7882 MHz to 2.7905 MHz). The hysteresis measurement is
used to constrain the magnetic aspect ratios of the disks, by comparison to micromagnetic
simulation (Fig. 2b). Thinner disks magnetize more easily (higher positive slope at low
field21), and exhibit a proportionally slower decrease of torque (smaller negative slope) at
high field where the mx moment is saturated; the rate of decrease is governed by the z-
direction susceptibility, χz, which is larger for thicker disks. The intersection point of linear
fits to the low-field and high-field torques yields a characteristic field that depends sensitively
on the h/d aspect ratio, yielding 0.23±0.01 for this sample. In the hysteretic region between
12 and 18 kA/m where the spin texture transitions between vortex and quasi-uniform, the
simulation does not represent the experiments accurately; much longer-running simulations
incorporating thermal activation and the effect of magnetic edge roughness would have to
be performed (see Section VII), and in addition the differences between the two individual
disks accounted for. Away from the hysteretic region, at low and high fields where in both
cases the spin texture is well-defined, the simulations are mostly very well behaved. The
simulation in Fig. 2b includes a constant offset field Hy = 2 kA/m, to avoid the difficulty
relaxing fully to equilibrium around Hx = 23 kA/m seen in Fig. 7a when Hy is within 200
A/m of zero.
The peak measured and simulated torques are in the ratio 66 aNm/89 aNm = 0.74. This
indicates that within the magnetically-dead layer caused by Ga beam damage during the
milling (see supplementary material section S120), the magnetic disks are smaller in linear
dimension than the simulated disk by 3
√
0.74 = 0.9, or approximately 1.8µm diameter by
0.42µm thick.
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IV. LOW BIAS FIELD VORTEX STATE EINSTEIN-DE HAAS EFFECT
Comparative frequency sweeps through the mechanical resonance, driven by HRFz (cross-
product torque) and HRFy (EdH) are shown in the polar plots of Fig. 3, at a low Hx bias
field where the two torques have similar magnitudes. The mechanical signal traces out an
accurate resonance circle in both cases. The drive field phases as determined by the current
probe establish the 0 radian reference of the phase angle axis and are indicated by thin
wedges. The additional color markers show the corresponding cross-product and EdH drive
torque phases predicted by Equations 2 and 3. Far below the resonance frequency, the
torque signals begin in phase with the torque drive, as expected. The pi/2 rad phase lag
of the response at the peak (maximum magnitude of the resonance circle) brings the EdH-
driven response back into phase alignment with the drive field on resonance, highlighting the
distinct origin of this torque. There is a small constant offset on the measurement with the
y-coil drive, arising from a radiative RF coupling between that coil and the photoreceiver.
The resonance circle illustrates that the crosstalk phasor is constant and can be separated
from the mechanical signal.
A signature measurement of the present study is shown in Fig. 4, which presents the
amplitudes and phases of both radio frequency torques as a function of bias field on either
side of Hx = 0 demonstrating that the EdH torque easily can exceed the cross-product torque
over a significant bias field range, and also the expected phase relationships for both the
cross-product and EdH torques (both measured at the peak of the mechanical resonance).
The linear-in-field dependence of the cross-product torque is observed, along with the bias
field-independence of the EdH torque. (The mechanically-resonant detection in this work
does not permit a direct test of the latter’s linear-in-frequency dependence.) The discrete
data points on the plot are determined from full frequency sweeps through the resonance at
fixed bias fields, as in Fig. 3. The phases determined this way are more accurate than those
from the continuous field sweeps, which exhibit run-to-run variation of the phase of about 0.1
rad. The phase-locked loop is not used here on account of the small signals. Measurements
through full 360◦ rotation of the in-plane field direction further highlight the qualitatively
different behaviors of the two torques (see supplementary material section S320).
The results of Fig. 4 can be used to estimate g′ for the YIG, through comparison with
the simulation results of Fig. 1. Whereas Fig. 1 assumed equal amplitude HRFy and H
RF
z
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FIG. 3. Polar plots of the magnitude and phase of the signals versus frequency across the torsion
resonance, for both RF drive field directions. The solid lines are fits, and through their color
encode the drive frequency (color bar on the right). The drive field phases are at zero radians in
both cases. a) The expected cross-product torque phase is pi radians. The HRFz -driven signal starts
in-phase with the torque below resonance, and develops a phase lag of pi2 at resonance. b) The
expected EdH torque phase is at pi2 , and the mechanical signal driven across resonance by H
RF
y
behaves as in panel a) but with the overall phase rotation indicative of the EdH effect. The swept
frequency range is 2.75 to 2.84 MHz (simultaneous drives with y- and z-drive frequencies separated
by 3.142 kHz), and the bias magnetic field Hx = −200 A/m.
drives, in the measurement we have HRFy /H
RF
z = 1.41 ± 0.05 (see supplementary material
section S220). For comparison of the measurements to Eq. 6, we take one half of the bias
field separation between the two points at which the EdH and cross-product torques are
equal, and define that as the the measured crossover field, Hcrossoverx (= 170 ± 5 A/m), and
therefore
1 =
µ0cτγ′
2pi
Hcrossoverx
f
HRFz
HRFy
. (7)
The first quotient on the right-hand side, as based on the simulations of Fig. 1 and the
hysteresis measurement of Fig. 2, is determined to be (see Fig. 1d)
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FIG. 4. Simultaneous cross-product and EdH torque measurements versus DC bias field, in the low
field range from zero bias where the EdH torque dominates, and through the crossover of torque
magnitudes for both polarities of bias field. This illustrates a) the measured field dependence of
the torque magnitudes, as predicted from Fig. 1b, with b) the phase information, from the lock-in
measurements. The drive frequencies are separated by 0.2 kHz for these measurements, and the 50
ms lock-in time constant ensures independent demodulation of the two signals. The discrete points
are confirmation measurements, from fits to frequency sweeps through the mechanical resonance
acquired at fixed fields.
µ0cτγ′
2pi
= (1.3± 0.1)× 104 m
C
· g′. (8)
The experimental results, jointly with the simulations to account for magnetic anisotropy,
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consequently arrive at the determination
g′ = f
Hcrossoverx
HRFy
HRFz
1
(1.3± 0.1)× 104
m
C
= 1.78± 0.16.
(9)
The g′ value above is 1.5 standard deviations away from the value close to 2.0 that is
to be expected based on arguments that g − 2 ≈ 2 − g′, where the spectroscopic g factor
for YIG is very close to the free electron value (the original determination by Dillon from
ferrimagnetic resonance measurements on YIG spheres was g = 2.005± 0.00222). The dom-
inant contributions to the uncertainty are the drive field strength ratio and the detailed
magnetic shape and aspect ratio. The advantages of the microscale specimen studied here
are that it demagnetizes into the vortex state and enables direct comparisons with micro-
magnetic simulations. It will be possible to obtain substantially improved accuracy in the
determination of g′ while retaining the advantages of high mechanical frequency operation
by using specimens on the order of 10× larger. For these larger samples the magnetic dead
layer introduces only a very small difference between the magnetic shape and the physical
shape, and by using a split coil for HRFz to reduce the dominant uncertainty in the drive
field strength ratio.
A possible source of systematic error in the present experiment is an in-plane shape
anisotropy that the current measurements cannot characterize; this can be addressed in
future work through the incorporation of a second axis of torque detection. Note also that
prior knowledge of the saturation magnetization, Ms, of YIG enters the analysis implicitly
through the shape anisotropies from simulation. When all the relevant anisotropies can be
characterized experimentally, g′ determinations for individual specimens through combined
EdH and cross-product torque measurements will be possible without any additional inputs.
V. HIGHER BIAS FIELD VORTEX STATE EINSTEIN-DE HAAS EFFECT
Owing to the pi/2 phase difference between the EdH and cross-product torques, it is
possible to continue measurement of the EdH effect far beyond the crossover field, even with
an RF field geometry in imperfect alignment with the mechanical coordinate system. The
machining and assembly inaccuracy of ∼10 mrad misalignment of the plane of the torsion
14
FIG. 5. Torque signals through most of the reversible, non-hysteretic bias field range where the
disks remain in the vortex state, for different in-plane field angles (along xˆ, and at ±5◦ from xˆ. The
cross-product torque (signal divided by 15) and raw HRFy -driven torque magnitudes and phases are
shown in panels a) and b), respectively, for bias field along xˆ. The EdH torque magnitudes and
phases are shown in panels c) and d), with the different bias field direction traces offset for clarity
(offsets of 1 µV and 0.15 rad in c) and d), respectively). Indications of weak vortex core pinning
are revealed by the field-angle dependence arising at bias field strengths above a few kA/m. The
signals are measured simultaneously, with the Hz-driven channel running in a phase-locked loop
to account for the bias field-induced torsion resonance frequency shift. The small downturn of
Hy-driven phase near zero bias is from the PLL beginning to have difficulty holding lock on the
smallest cross-product torque signals.
resonators relative to the y-coil RF field direction at the sample is sufficiently small for easy
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separation of the unintentional admixture of cross-product torque from the raw data. At
this degree of misalignment, the cross-product torque has to develop to 100× the level of the
EdH torque before the unintentional admixture makes an equal magnitude contribution to
the HRFy coil-driven signal, a circumstance in which the two contributions still will separate
easily and accurately in a quadrature phase-sensitive measurement.
The experimental investigation of the EdH effect to much higher DC bias fields, while
remaining in the vortex spin texture, is summarized in Fig. 5. For these measurements the
PLL is running on a slightly detuned signal driven by the HRFz coil. As the small admixture
of cross-product torque driven by the HRFy coil grows linearly with increasing Hx bias field,
and because this is adding in quadrature with the EdH torque, the phase of the resultant raw
signal varies linearly (Fig. 5b) while its magnitude is largely unchanged (Fig. 5a; expected
to vary quadratically as the admixture slowly grows). The EdH-only signal is isolated from
the raw signal by quadrature subtraction of the HRFz coil-driven signal scaled to flatten
the resulting phase at low fields. A higher-order correction, from small misalignment of
the HRFz direction (versus the mechanical coordinate system) is negligible, owing to the
extreme smallness of the unintentional EdH torque that the corresponding unintentional
y-component drive gives rise to. The small tailing-away of the extracted phase at very low
bias field is an artifact from growing phase noise as the PLL approaches loss of lock.
Unexpectedly, given the absence of features suggesting magnetic disorder (Barkhausen
effects) in the cross-product torque, the idealized behavior of the EdH torque persists only
to bias fields of ∼ 3 kA/m. As seen in Fig. 5 panels c and d, small departures from
the low-field baseline of the EdH torque emerge over the field range 3 - 11 kA/m. These
variations depend sensitively on the in-plane bias field direction, strongly suggesting that
they arise from magnetic disorder. This indicates that there is a small amount of magnetic
surface roughness in the as-fabricated sample, not large enough to become visible in the
cross-product torque, but too large to remain invisible in the EdH torque.
Why the distinction? First, the highest energy density regions of the vortex core are
at the surfaces, creating the likelihood of interactions with surface imperfections. The core
has significantly larger diameter in the center of the disk as compared to at the surfaces,
owing to the thickness of the disk being approximately 25× the dipole-exchange length
in this case. However, the HRFz field driving the cross-product torque is a negligible per-
turbation on the spin texture; it induces a very slight ‘breathing’ of the core diameter,
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but no modulation of the in-plane core position. If the core is encountering pinning po-
tentials in a weakly-disordered magnetic energy landscape, thermal fluctuations will drive
hopping between neighboring energy minima and the RF cross-product torque will register
the DC magnetic moment corresponding to the time-averaged core position. Based on the
characteristic energy corrugation even in more strongly pinning systems like polycrystalline
permalloy at room temperature, the hopping rate is expected to be too fast in comparison
to the measurement bandwidth (determined by the lock-in time constant and filter roll-off)
for telegraph noise to be visible23.
In contrast, the HRFy drive for the EdH torque induces a direct modulation of the core
position at the drive frequency. The angular frequency of the drive is 5 orders of magnitude
higher than the largest measurement bandwidths of the present work, creating the possibil-
ity of thermally-activated hopping rates to come into range of the drive frequency as the
core moves across the disk (the core equilibrium position being dictated by Hx). In such
circumstances a thermally-assisted, stochastic resonance-like24,25 coherent motion of the core
may result. The consequent response to the HRFy drive will exhibit enhanced amplitude and
modified phase. The emergence of these features only when the core is far enough from the
center of the disk may be indicating that the disk fabrication somehow yields greater mag-
netic smoothness near the centers, or alternatively, that the magnetic disorder is primarily
confined to magnetic edge roughness and interaction with the disk edges becomes more im-
portant at higher bias fields as the spin texture loses its circular symmetry. The ion-milling
fabrication procedure is more likely to cause an irregular disk perimeter and hence magnetic
edge roughness in comparison to surface roughness. Residual small scale surface roughness
will remain after polishing the YIG wedge, but what this looks like magnetically, after the
development of the dead layer from ion damage, can at the present time only be speculated
upon based on the measured magnetic behavior.
VI. HIGH BIAS FIELD EDH THROUGH HYSTERETIC TRANSITIONS
AND IN THE QUASI-UNIFORM STATE
Figure 6 shows the continuation of the EdH torque data into the quasi-uniform spin
texture. The unaltered magnitude and phase data from the HRFy and H
RF
z coils are shown
(panels a and b) together with the resultant EdH signal after removing the cross-product
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admixture from the Hy coil signal (panels c and d). At high fields, the EdH torque begins
to decrease slowly, on account of the y-direction RF magnetic susceptibility, χy, slowly
decreasing as the saturated moment direction becomes more strongly anchored along xˆ in
larger bias fields. As noted earlier for the case of χz, determining pure susceptibilities via
EdH torques creates the possibility of extracting saturation moments from measured cross-
product torques in high bias fields.
Surprisingly, in the hysteretic transition region between the vortex and well-saturated
magnetization states, large peaks in the EdH torque (from peaks in the RF y-susceptibility)
are observed over some ranges of Hx. The same test for signatures of magnetic disorder
applies here as in the vortex state, small changes of the in-plane direction of the DC bias
field. Instead of changing the trajectory of the vortex core and thereby having it explore
a different cross-section of the disordered landscape, here a small rotation of where the
most non-uniform regions of the spin texture are located around the disk perimeter is being
effected. This gives rise to the analogous mechanism of enhancement of the susceptibility by
synchronization to the RF of thermally-activated hopping between pinning sites, and where
now the pinning broadly characterized arises from magnetic edge roughness.
The bias field rotation tests reveal a strong sensitivity to direction for the peaks beyond
the last irreversible ‘annihilation’ step in the cross-product torque at 18 kA/m, which we
therefore characterize as extrinsic features. Additionally, a rotation-independent peak is seen
in the returning branch of the hysteresis, just before the last irreversible ‘nucleation’ step at
14 kA/m in the sweep from high to low field. This intrinsic feature indicates a softening of
the spin texture just before nucleation, and could also be thermally assisted. Spin texture
softening has been observed before in magneto-optical susceptibility measurements arrays
of permalloy disks26 and in torque-mixing susceptometry of a YIG disk27.
The contrasting phase signatures of the putative extrinsic and intrinsic EdH torque en-
hancements are another important feature. Ordinarily, one expects to find only additional
phase lag (beyond that of the resonant mechanics) as a response of the system becoming
unable to keep up with the pace of the RF magnetic field drive. For example, when the
drive frequency is more than negligible in comparison to the fundamental resonance of the
system and the dissipation is significant, a measurable phase lag can develop simply from the
physics of a damped resonator driven below resonance. Torque-mixing magnetic resonance
spectroscopy (TMRS) has been performed on a sibling specimen on the same chip with a
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FIG. 6. The high bias field, hysteretic region of transitions in and out of the vortex state, as
reflected in both EdH and cross-product torques, simultaneously measured. The direction of the
bias field sweep is from low (L) to high (H) and back. The raw torque magnitudes and phases
are shown in panels a) and b), for two in-plane bias field directions differing by only 1◦. The
EdH torque magnitudes and phases, as determined by the procedure for removing the small cross-
product admixture in the HRFy -driven signal, are shown in panels c) and d). The features in the
EdH torque depending strongly on bias field strength and direction are attributed to magnetic
edge roughness, thermal activation, and possibly the beginnings of domain wall-like resonances.
The clipped sections in panel a) and c) extend to 150 µV.
similar, single YIG disk to confirm the presence of the expected gyrotropic vortex resonance
(see supplementary material section S520). With the gyrotropic mode at 50 MHz and the
RF drive therefore at ∼ 5% of the magnetic resonance frequency, an EdH torque phase shift
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of ≤ 0.05 rad can develop, which is consistent with the low field observations of Figs. 4
and 5. The unpinned gyrotropic mode frequencies decrease as the DC bias field increases
toward the vortex annihilation transition. In combination with high damping, this will con-
tribute to the growing phase lag observed for some bias field directions at higher fields. The
TMRS data show a fading-out of the fundamental gyrotropic mode at higher field, either
an indication of stronger effective damping or, conceivably, of the onset of pinning making
the gyrotropic frequencies increase28,29. The pinning potential in combination with thermal
activation and the RF in-plane drive then gives rise to phase shifts, as already described.
The TMRS data also reveal an even lower frequency spin resonance mode in the upper
hysteresis branch (sweeping down from high field) over a narrow field range just above the
vortex core nucleation transition. The signals beyond 15 kA/m in Fig. 6 make it clear,
however, that the overall effect of magnetic disorder on the EdH torque phase is more
complex. In particular, it is observed that the signal phase can advance relative to the drive
phase as well as lag. This unexpected phenomenology can be motivated by noting that
it is possible, in a disordered 2D energy landscape, for the arrangement of neighbouring
pinning sites to give rise to hops that reverse the sign of the differential (AC) magnetic
susceptibility relative to the case in the absence of pinning. This has been observed for
the susceptibility component parallel to the bias field23 and can also occur for the in-plane
susceptibility perpendicular to the bias field. In the case of a vortex texture, this requires a
core trajectory exhibiting minor hysteresis around a local peak in the energy landscape, but
where the local minimum occupied after a “forward” push on one side of the peak is farther
back on the other side; and vice-versa – effectively changing the sign of the differential
susceptibility. A related phenomenology could manifest for small closure domains.
Additional insight will come from measurements of frequency and temperature depen-
dencies of these phenomena in future experiments. It will be highly informative also to
augment the studies with an additional axis of torque detection30. Bearing in mind that an
in-plane cross-product torque must have an anisotropy as its foundation, a sensitive angular
dependence similar to that found for the EdH torque would point directly to an extrinsic
source such as magnetic edge roughness. The corresponding effective torsion constants char-
acterizing magnetic energy change versus bias field angle around such defects can have either
sign depending upon whether the extremum is a local energy maximum or minimum. Fi-
nally, it is possible that low frequency domain wall-like spin resonances could exist on a YIG
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disk periphery and couple to the mechanics, even at these comparatively small mechanical
frequencies31. These would be accompanied by a net angular momentum absorption from
the RF drive, which through suitable modulation could be detected via a torsion resonance
along xˆ (the direction of net longitudinal spin relaxation for such a mode in the present
field geometry). An interesting open question is whether there is net angular momentum
absorption for the case of stochastic resonance.
VII. SIMULATIONS
Figure 7 summarizes the current status of combined micromagnetic simulations of EdH
and cross-product torques. For each bias field, Hx, in the micromagnetic simulations, small
loops are computed for Hy and (separately) Hz, varying from 0 up to + 8 A/m, down to - 8
A/m, and back to 0. Efficient equilibration at each net field value is accomplished through
a combination of setting a high value of the Gilbert damping constant (α = 0.5), running a
short interval (200 ps) with the Langevin temperature term32 set to 50 K to avoid pinning
in metastable states that can be caused inadvertently by the finite element grid, and finally
by letting the system relax with the Landau-Lifshitz precession term disabled and T = 0
(MuMax3 relax() function15). “Raw” simulation outputs are post-processed to extract the
torques. The slope of the calculated ~m × µ0 ~H versus Hz, multiplied by the experimental
HRFz drive field amplitude, yields the simulated cross-product torque (Fig. 7a). For the EdH
effect, the simulated RF y-susceptibilities are converted to torque using Eq. 3 (Fig. 7b). This
approach to the simulations is predicated on the operating hypothesis that the mechanical
frequency is low enough to avoid the necessity of accounting for any spin dynamics. Said
hypothesis includes the assumption that spin-lattice relaxation rates, which are outside the
physics described by the Landau-Lifshitz-Gilbert equation, are high enough to assume that
the phase and amplitude of the resulting mechanical torque (the experimental measurable)
is identical to that of the magnetic torque.
As mentioned in reference to Fig. 2b, simulations of the low RF frequency range mag-
netic torques are most straightforward for the low and high field bias ranges, where the
equilibrium spin texture determination is not complicated by the presence of numerous,
nearly-degenerate configurations. Simulated EdH torques for the vortex state reproduce the
bias field-independent initial EdH torque as found in the experiments, at low fields. For
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FIG. 7. Cross-product and EdH torques around the full hysteresis loop from micromagnetic simu-
lation, using the same dimensions and drive field amplitudes as Fig. 2, for two bias field trajectories
differing by a small HDCy offset (see legend). The experimental ratio f/g′ = 2.79MHz/1.8 is used
to calculate the EdH torque in b). HL, LH indicate the field sweep direction (high to low, low to
high).
the highest simulated bias fields, from 30 to 40 kA/m (well above the vortex annihilation
at 18 kA/m in simulation), the spin texture is uniform enough that the simulated torques
are robust against small changes in how the simulations are configured (as in the also non-
hysteretic, and in other words single-valued, 0 - 10 kA/m range of the vortex state). It
is important to bear in mind, when looking at the high field range of Fig. 7b, that the y-
susceptibility remains significant after the x-magnetization has saturated. A corresponding
simulated EdH x-torque (parallel to the bias field) would decrease rapidly towards zero above
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18 kA/m. Similarly for Fig. 7a, the non-zero χz underlies the decreasing cross-product torque
at high fields. χz is smaller than χy on account of the shape anisotropy, and proportionally
decreases even more slowly with increasing bias field for the same reason.
The micromagnetic simulations also offer first glimpses into the more complex phe-
nomenology of the magnetic response observed in experiment both within and neighboring
the field range of hysteresis between well-defined spin textures. The step-up of EdH torque
after vortex annihilation in the simulations, and exhibiting hysteresis on the field-sweep
down, is seen qualitatively also in the experimental behavior over the same range for the
1◦ field rotation data in Fig. 6c. The dramatic peaking of experimental EdH torque over
some field ranges in the quasi-uniform texture also is echoed in the simulations, and with
Barkhausen effect-like fingerprints (sensitive to bias field magnitude and direction) that can
be traced to edge roughness. The finite-element simulation employs a grid of small rectan-
gular prisms to approximate the cylindrical disk, which incorporates into the model a simple
mimic of anisotropic magnetic edge roughness sensitive to small in-plane bias field direction
changes. Bias field direction changes are mimicked in the simulations presented through
constant offsets of the HDCy field. Corresponding experimental measurements also have been
made by setting HDCx at a fixed value and sweeping H
DC
y on either side of Hy = 0. The
susceptibility peaks found in these simulations may be somewhat enhanced when the sim-
ulation encounters many nearly degenerate configurations and has more difficulty relaxing
to equilibrium. The error bars in Fig. 7 are computed directly from the slope uncertain-
ties returned by the linear fits to ~mµ0 ~H versus Hz and my versus Hy in post-processing
of simulation output. Thus far, no simulation feature has emerged as a compelling candi-
date relatable to the ‘intrinsic’ EdH torque peak found in measurements just before vortex
nucleation. Future simulations must address explicitly the evolution of the torques in the
time-domain, as required in order to model phase shifts arising in slow (thermally activated)
and fast (precessional) spin dynamics. Very straightforward in principle, this will require
in the range of 10× to 1000× more GPU cycles per simulation; shortcuts such as turning
off the LLG precession term apply only for the efforts to simulate equilibrium behaviors.
To assist with the challenges posed by lengthier simulations, pinning effects could be added
to the single domain wall model used by Jaafar and Chudnovsky33 to analyze the Wallis,
Kabos and Moreland experiment9. Similarly, the analytical model of vortex core pinning34
could be extended to include the description of EdH torques.
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VIII. DISCUSSION
The results presented here underscore the combined necessity and utility of incorporat-
ing phase-sensitive detection with EdH effect measurements at radio frequencies. A great
advantage, stemming from phase orthogonality of EdH and cross-product torques when the
system remains in magnetic equilibrium, is the ability to separate the two in a quadrature
measurement. This will prove helpful also in AC torque studies of larger (including macro-
scopic) magnetic specimens at lower mechanical frequencies. In practice, considerable care
is required in the measurements to guard against other sources of phase shift that could
cause systematic error in the EdH torque phase. Because the amplitude peak of a resonance
corresponds to the point of maximum phase-versus-frequency slope, the effects of mechanical
frequency shifts as caused by the Zeeman energy of the sample changing with DC bias field,
and from temperature drift of the sensor, must be removed. One means of stabilizing the
measurements against phase shifts other than those arising directly in the EdH torque, as
demonstrated here, is tracking a cross-product torque simultaneously in the same mechanical
mode, using a phase-locked loop.
Scaling a given sensor geometry to smaller linear dimensions both increases the resonance
frequencies and improves the absolute torque sensitivity. Since the absolute sensitivities of
small torque sensors are sufficient to overcome the cubic decrease of sample volume with
linear down-scaling35, small devices are particularly effective at discriminating EdH from
other effects. Applied field uniformity is easier to achieve over small sample volumes as well,
improving the isolation from unintentional torques and gradient forces.
The twisting motion of the sensor induces a back-action on the magnetization through the
Barnett effect. The magnitude of this back-action is negligible here (and indeed would be
invisible to the measurements where the simultaneous torque drives have a slight frequency
detuning relative to one another), but it is useful to develop a feel for the numbers, for
future reference. The scale of the shift in ground state energy from rotation is µ0mHΩ,
where angular velocity Ω gives rise to the effective field (or, in Barnetts words, ‘intrinsic
magnetic intensity of rotation)11,36,37
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HΩ =
2me
µ0eg′Ω
=
4pime
µ0e
f rot
g′ .
(10)
The numerical prefactor is the inverse of the scale-setting factor from Fig. 1d, here 1/17588 =
5.686 × 10−5 C/m. For harmonic angular motion of the torque sensor this is a sinusoidal
effective field with f rot representing the instantaneous rotational velocity in cycles per sec-
ond. In the present experiments, the angular displacement amplitudes remain less than 1
mrad even when driven by the maximum cross-product torques (see supplementary material
section S520). For the resonant frequency of 2.8 MHz this corresponds to peak rotational
speeds f rot ∼ 2.8 × 103 s−1, yielding a characteristic HΩ ∼ 0.08 A/m. The scale of HΩ is
10−3 times smaller than the RF field driving the mechanical motion. This is not significant
here, but must be borne in mind for experiments where, as an example, higher mechanical
Q yields larger displacement per unit driving field.
It will be highly desirable in some future experiments to have a second, orthogonal
torque detection axis. As already noted, these include the characterization of additional
anisotropies, and the determination of when there is a net angular momentum absorption
from the driving RF field. Elaborating upon the latter, detection of spin resonances (which
may be viewed as frequency-specific anisotropies) via the EdH effect is a powerful and under-
utilized technique. The results presented here demonstrate the possibility of direct detection
of spin resonances through EdH torques along the axis of the RF magnetic field, through
the magnetic susceptibility enhancement on resonance (and assuming that the sensor has
sufficient torque sensitivity at that frequency). In addition, in a conventional magnetic
resonance there is a steady flow of angular momentum into the spin system from RF ab-
sorption under continuous driving, effectively corresponding to a DC EdH torque parallel to
the bias magnetic field and perpendicular to the RF. Modulation of this DC torque at some
low mechanical frequency underpins the successful torque detection of resonance pioneered
by Alzetta, Ascoli and Gozzini38,39. Torque-mixing magnetic resonance spectroscopy40, on
the other hand, is effectively an RF-modulated implementation of the direct RF-EdH mea-
surements reported here. The development of TMRS preceded the exploration of EdH
manifestations at lower RF frequencies reported here, spanning frequencies from well-below
to those approaching the lowest magnetic resonance mode. Here, the mechanical (and hence
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RF drive) frequency remains constant while the frequency of the lowest magnetic resonance
is tuned via the DC bias field (and in a manner dependent upon the spin texture). Im-
plementing the measurements with a second torque axis will enable direct intercomparisons
between the different detection modalities, with the possibility of shedding new light on
spin dynamics including spin-lattice relaxation mechanisms and their anisotropies. It will
also become possible to measure g and g′ in a single mechanically-based experiment on the
same sample, enabling important questions from the earliest days of spin dynamics6,41 to be
revisited for materials of contemporary interest.
IX. SUMMARY
The Einstein-de Haas experiment was a milestone in magnetism, demonstrating for the
first time the anticipated intrinsic connection between net magnetization and mechanical
angular momentum. The expected angular momentum change upon reversing magnetiza-
tion within the Amperian current model for magnetic moment was small, and drove Einstein
and de Haas to undertake a mechanically resonant AC measurement wherein the angular
displacement of a torsion balance would grow upon synchronous alternation of the poling
direction of a supported magnet. With the torque felt by the sensor proportional to the
time rate of change of angular momentum, the challenge of discriminating the EdH torque
from unintentional magnetic torques arising through unbalanced magnetic force gradients is
exacerbated at low mechanical frequencies, possibly accounting for the original publication
reporting a torque approximately 2× larger than the true value determined in later experi-
ments. At the much higher frequencies of nanomechanical resonances, the EdH torques are
much larger in proportion and it becomes easier, in a relative sense, to engineer the DC
and RF applied field geometries required for adequate suppression of artifacts from other
sources of mechanical drive. All else being equal, the ratio of EdH to other magnetic torques
increases linearly with the mechanical frequency.
As micro- and nanoscale torque sensors move to ever-higher mechanical frequencies, it
will become essential to ensure that all of the EdH torques are accounted for, surprisingly,
almost a reversal of the situation with regards to potential misidentification of signals in
comparison to the original EdH experiments. The linear scaling with frequency of EdH
torque magnitudes cannot continue without limit, however, and it is precisely through the
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breakdown of such scaling that the methods will become most powerful and interesting.
Indeed, a recent theoretical study of the role of phonon spins in the EdH effect has discussed
the conditions for decoupling of this contribution42. Direct mechanically-based studies of
spin-lattice dynamics in certain ordered magnetic systems may be on the not-too-distant
horizon.
Together, these features could elevate Einstein-de Haas measurements to the level of a
mainstream tool in nanomagnetism, directly applicable to sensitive measurements of mag-
netic susceptibility in anisotropic systems, and ultimately even for the determination of
spin-lattice relaxation times in magnetically-ordered (non-paramagnetic) states. The ra-
dio frequency behaviors of EdH torque represent another example of the opportunities to
expose new physics created by nanoscience, beyond miniaturization of earlier work. Pure
spin-mechanical, torque-mediated measurements, in a magnetism lab-on-a-chip implemen-
tation as envisioned by Moreland43, are poised to mine magnetic information in surprising
depth.
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S1. YIG DISK MICROMACHINING AND MOUNTING ON TORQUE SENSORS
Single-crystal YIG disks of diameter approximately 2.2 µm and thickness approximately 0.6 µm are milled out of a
free-standing YIG plate approximately 0.8 µm thick. These mesoscale disks are ensured to self-demagnetize to vortex
ground states. The YIG plate, from a liquid phase epitaxy-grown thick film with 〈111〉 crystallographic orientation1,
was prepared by mechanical polishing of a small die sawn from a YIG/GGG/YIG wafer. The micromachining process
is summarized through the images in Fig. S1. A Hitachi NB5000 dual scanning focused ion/electron beam microscope
system cuts disks from the thin YIG film with the Ga+ beam (40 kV, 0.7 nA) and transfers in-situ onto prefabricated
torsional resonators via nanomanipulation and beam-induced tack-welding (0.07 nA probe current with tungsten
metallorganic precursor gas)2. The walls of discs are sloped as a consequence of the spatial profile of the Ga+ flux
being partially imprinted on the edge as the beam cuts through the YIG. The 0.07 nA probe cuts off the YIG handle
used to temporarily connect the disks to the nanomanipulation probe. The principal shortcoming of this method of
fabrication is damage near the surface, manifesting as a magnetically-dead layer with characteristic thickness in the
range of 50 nm3. The microscopic mechanisms for inactivating the YIG magnetism are thought to include lattice
damage from passage of the Ga beam and from local heating, and compositional change from Ga implantation. A
full microstructural characterization has not been performed.
Both the welding and the handle cutting are potential sources of magnetic edge roughness introduced through the
sample preparation procedure (Fig. S1d). Smaller limitations to magnetic edge smoothness will arise from fluctuations
in beam current and beam pointing, during the milling procedure. Some top and bottom magnetic surface roughness
is also to be expected, on the top from the pixel dwell time and consequent ion damage from the probe scan , and on
the bottom from residual roughness and possibly tiny YIG particulates from the polishing process and/or redeposition
from YIG during FIB milling.
In the future, to establish a magnetic geometry with much less fractional uncertainty arising from the magnetic
damage caused by the Ga+ beam, significantly larger YIG disks will have to be employed. The downside of larger
disks is the increased difficulty they have self-demagnetizing into a well-defined magnetic ground state.
S2. RF COIL GEOMETRIES, RF FIELD MAGNITUDE AND PHASE CALIBRATIONS
The primary criterion in design of the RF coil assembly used in this experiment is ensuring accurate parallelism of
the sample plane and the RF field used to drive the Einstein-de Haas torques. The admixture of cross-product torque
accompanying the EdH signals is thereby kept to the small scale where it can be separated through data analysis (and
in the low bias field range, neglected entirely). The bias field range over which the EdH torques exceed the maximum
cross-product torques is small enough here that the analogous EdH torque admixture from the cross-product torque
RF driving field is always negligible; however, it should be noted that this will not always remain the case at higher
RF frequencies.
The quasi-Helmholtz HRFy drive coil geometry described below also effectively eliminates several possibilities for
mechanical signal artifacts that might arise from more localized RF field actuation such as would be less forgiving
to inaccuracies in positioning of the sample relative to a ‘sweet spot’ of the RF field, such as gradient forces from
inhomogeneity of the RF field, unintentional electrostatic forces if there is trapped charge on the mechanical sensor,
and back-action electromotive force leading to phase shifts of the drive field.
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2FIG. S1. The focused ion beam YIG milling and nanomanipulation transfer process. a) A pair of disks with handles, after
outlining by FIB milling and still attached to the YIG plate. Scale bar = 5µm. b) A disk pair attached to the nanomanipulation
probe and poised for landing on a double-paddle torque sensor. Scale bar = 10µm. c) A section of the pre-fabricated torque
sensor array with two completed devices. Scale bar = 20µm. d) Geometry of the beam-induced welds fastening the YIG disks to
the host torque sensor silicon paddles at three spots around each disk perimeter, and of the cut-off of the disk nanomanipulation
handle (all indicated in blue). The dark split-ring is the bitmap pattern used to mill the disk out of the thin YIG plate.
A. Coil design
The two drive coils for this measurement are mutually perpendicular, owing to the orthogonality of the two torque
mechanisms and the mechanical detection that here uses a single torque axis. A Helmholtz-type split coil is used to
generate the field in the in-plane (y) direction while a current loop is used to drive the field in the z direction. Design
parameters are based upon a COMSOL finite element simulation, and the assembly constructed by milling a small
block of polyether ether ketone (PEEK) to make a combination coil form and device chip holder. PEEK is compatible
with high vacuum, is easily machined and rigid enough to accurately hold the finished shape. The RF drive coils are
wound using 30 gauge magnet wire (300 µm diameter including insulation). The HRFz coil consists of two vertically
close-stacked loops each of 3.2 mm diameter, with the design position of the sample plane being approximately 0.8 mm
above the center of the upper loop. The HRFy coil assembly comprises twelve rectangular turns in total, six on either
side of the sample, with each turns approximately 4.7 mm wide and 4.9 mm high. Each group of six turns begins
3.0 mm from the sample and ends 5.0 mm from the sample. A second copy of the coil assembly is used to perform
reference phase and amplitude measurements outside the vacuum chamber while the experimental measurements are
being conducted, and allows the current probe to be placed close to the coils for minimal phase lag. Confirmation
magnitude and phase calibrations are performed on the vacuum chamber coil assembly after the sample is removed.
3FIG. S2. a) The RF coil assembly on its vacuum chamber stage, with the sample chip installed. b) and c) The inductive probe
in position for measurements of HRFy and H
RF
z , for determining the ratio of RF driving field strengths. d) and e) COMSOL
modeling of the RF magnetic field directions in the neighborhood of the sample position, for the y- and z- drive coils.
B. RF Magnetic Field Magnitude Ratio
An essential input to the calculation of the magnetomechanical ratio, g′, from equilibrium Einstein-de Haas and
cross-product torques is the ratio of the in-plane and out-of-plane RF drive field strengths. The field strength at
the sample position from each coil assembly is computed via Ampe`re’s law using the COMSOL AC/DC module4.
The calculated RF field strength ratio is confirmed through inductive measurements with an RF magnetic field probe
consisting of two 1.5 mm diameter turns of 30 gauge copper magnet wire with twisted pair leads. A three-axis
translation is used to position the inductive probe in the reference coil assembly, and can be rotated 90◦ in-situ to
switch between amplitude measurements for the respective coils (Fig. S2b) and c)). The electromotive force from the
pickup coil is recorded with an SR844 RF lock-in amplifier. The calculation is more accurate for determining the field
ratio at the sample position, on account of the very small sample size and the vertical gradient in the Hz-field.
The currents used in the experiments are measured using the Tektronix CT-6 current probe, and found to have
a ratio IRFy /I
RF
z = 1.12, differing from unity on account of slightly different RF power amplifier gains in the two
branches. Combining the measured current ratio with the field strength calculation yields
HRFy
HRFz
= 1.41± 0.05. (S1)
The COMSOL calculation also captures the small variation of RF field directions through a small volume in the
vicinity of the sample (shown in Fig. S2 d) and e)) and confirms that uncertainty in RF field direction arising from
inaccuracy in sample placement is negligible in this design. The only significant departure from ideality in alignment
of the magnetic field and mechanical coordinate systems is the ∼ 10 mrad angle between the HRFy and the sample
plane from the installation of the chip in the holder, as found through the torque measurements and discussed in the
main text.
In the future, for drive frequencies beyond a few tens of MHz, the methods described above for establishing drive
field amplitude and phase at the position of the sample will be too inaccurate. A much better approach within
4that scenario will be switching to in-situ magneto-optical current probing5, effective to tens of GHz and therefore
presenting no bandwidth limitations within the range of mechanical frequencies that can be envisioned at present.
S3. EDH AND CROSS-PRODUCT TORQUE COMPARISON THROUGH FULL ROTATION OF THE
IN-PLANE DC APPLIED MAGNETIC FIELD DIRECTION (LOW FIELD)
The contrasting phenomenologies of Einstein-de Haas and cross-product torques can also be highlighted through
simultaneous measurements while rotating the DC bias magnetic field direction. This is summarized in Fig. S3, with
signal magnitudes plotted in panel a) and signal phases in panel b). The cross-product torque has two nulls in a full
360◦ rotation, with the sign of the torque changing at each zero crossing, while the EdH torque magnitude and phase
remain constant (in the raw HRFy -coil driven data, to within the level dictated by the small admixture of cross-product
torque). The in-plane field angle is encoded in the color scale around the perimeters of the polar plots, where the
field direction is controlled for the measurements by rotating a NdFeB permanent magnet. The maximum strengths
of the bias field in opposing directions are unequal owing to asymmetry of the permanent magnet. The strength of
the x-component of the bias magnetic field is shown in the color bar at the right, which uses the same colormap as
for the in-plane field angle.
FIG. S3. Low-field magnet rotation data (magnitude on the left and phase on the right), acquired with both torques measured
simultaneously with drive frequencies detuned from each other by 200 Hz. The two-inch cube NdFeB permanent magnet
exhibits an asymmetry leading to different maximum DC field strengths in the two half-cycles, as shown by the color bar at the
right (maximum field strength = 0.3578 kA/m, minimum field strength = −0.2844 kA/m). The units of signal amplitude in
a) are µV, and for signal phase in b) are radians. The angle scale in degrees around the perimeter corresponds to the in-plane
bias field direction.
S4. TORQUE-MIXING MAGNETIC RESONANCE SPECTROSCOPIC CHARACTERIZATION OF
SPIN DYNAMICS IN THE DISKS
To determine the frequencies of the lowest spin resonances of the micrometer-scale YIG disk, mechanically-detected
spectroscopy measurements are performed with the torque-mixing method6. Of particular interest in the present
context are the lowest frequency modes that are observed. The fundamental gyrotropic mode in the vortex state is
found at 50 MHz (Fig. S4). In the field sweep-down branch of the hysteresis (not shown), the lowest mode tunes down
to below 40 MHz just above the spin texture transition back into the vortex state.
5FIG. S4. Mechanically-detected spin resonance spectra of a single YIG disk sample in the vortex regime. The color bar shows
the torque-mixing signal intensity.
S5. NANOMECHANICAL GEOMETRIES AND THERMOMECHANICAL TORQUE SENSITIVITY
CALIBRATION
An ideal device for this kind of study would have its fundamental torsion resonance as the lowest frequency me-
chanical eigenmode, and with reasonable frequency separation from the fundamental flexural mode7. This condition
is difficult to achieve in practice. The construction of a nanomechanical torque device always results in some degree of
mechanical asymmetry such that torsional displacement involves a component of circular motion of the center of mass
about the axis of rotation. At torsion resonances, the asymmetry introduces periodic acceleration that only can be
countered by elastic flexion. The resonance eigenmodes, therefore, become admixtures of twisting and translational
motion.
For the fundamental modes, the flexing displacement is in the same phase across the whole device, whereas the
torsional displacement is in opposite directions on either side of the torsion axis. As a consequence, the two displace-
ments add together on one side, and subtract on the other. The resulting motion of the paddle appears as if the
center of rotation has shifted to one side.
For optimal torque detection sensitivity, the motion should be monitored on the side where the two contributions to
displacement add. The interferometer can be calibrated by using the Brownian (thermomechanical) motion to deter-
mine the conversion factor from µV (output of photoreceiver from an optical intensity change) to pm (displacement
at the device). A generalized method of performing the calibration involves a finite element mechanical simulation
to determine the total energy of the eigenmode from the displacement profile at a turning point of the motion, and
equating this to 12kBT
8. Equivalently, the kinetic energy at an instant of zero displacement can be used.
To complete a calibration of torque sensitivity, the conversion factor from torque drive (here in aNm, the natural
unit for this study) to pm. To simplify this final calibration step for hybridized modes, a three spring analytical toy
model is used to complement the finite element simulation. The analytical model aids in estimating the strength
of coupling between the torsional and translational motions, and then in determining the amplitudes of the two
contributions to displacement arising from a pure torque drive.
A. Finite-element mechanical simulation and analytical toy model of hybridized twisting and flexing
resonances
The admixture of torsion and translation is easily visible in Fig. S5, which shows the lowest frequency twisting
eigenmode from a COMSOL finite-element simulation for a single-paddle sensor loaded with a YIG disk. The torsion
arms have a uniform color map along their cross section, revealing the translational displacement occurring in concert
with the clear rotational motion. This introduces a perturbation on the torque sensitivity calibration.
To characterize the efficacy of a given mode for torque sensing about a given axis, a Degree of Torsionality (DoT,
0 < DoT < 1) figure of merit is defined. A harmonic motion that exhibits admixture behaviour can be separated
into energetic components relating to the rotational and translational motions. Our definition of DoT takes the ratio
maximum rotational kinetic energy to the total energy of the motion. A pure torsion mode then has DoT = 1 while
a purely flexing mode has DoT = 0. Determining DoT from a COMSOL simulation involves obtaining the instan-
taneous rotational and transverse velocities and performing a volume integration over the entire resonator geometry,
6∫∫∫
V
ρv2dV (where v separates into components of rotational and translational velocity, vR and vT respectively). The
total energy expression can be separated into three contributions,
ETotal =
∫∫∫
V
ρv2RdV +
∫∫∫
V
ρv2TdV +
∫∫∫
V
ρvRvTdV. (S2)
The cross term of rotational and translational velocity is generally smaller than the individual rotational and trans-
lational components.
FIG. S5. Simulation (COMSOL) of a torsional eigenmode with an easily visible admixture of flexing motion arising from
significant asymmetry in the distribution of mass around the torsion axis. The color map represents normalized displacement.
The degree of torsionality for each axis corresponding to this mode is found in the table presented.
The presence of mass asymmetry about the moment of inertia and close proximity of other deformational eigenmodes
in frequency space is manifest in an admixture of mode shape. This admixture can be described as simultaneous
torsional and translational deformational behavior. The response of such a system to a purely torsional drive may be
explored by use of a toy model in which a torsional resonance dictated by a torsion spring of constant, κ, and moment
of inertia, I, is coupled to a linear mass-spring system (spring constant k and effective mass m). The two resonators
are coupled through a third spring, with spring constant K = k. A sketch of the model is shown in Fig S6. The
two resonators are damped to mimic the experimental resonance quality factor. The torsion spring alone is actuated
directly by a pure sinusoidal torque with magnitude τD, set to a value characteristic of the maximum torque during the
experimental hysteresis measurements. The following coupled differential equations then describe the displacement
of each spring from its equilibrium position, with x1 representing the torsion spring and x2 the linear spring:
I
d2θ
dt2
= −(κθ +Kx1Reff) +KReffx2 − γT dθ
dt
+ τD cos(ωt)
m
d2x2
dt2
= −(k +K)x2 − γL dx2
dt
Kx1,
(S3)
The first of the two equations describes the torsional motion coupled to the spring system while the second equation
describes translational motion due to the linear spring. The two oscillatory solutions represent symmetric and an-
tisymmetric motions of x1 and x2. Representative solutions plotted in Fig. S6b) and c) show that x1 and x2 have
developed similar peak amplitudes already when the coupling parameter is  = 0.04. The relatively small frequency
redshifts of the lower mode quickly vanish as  increases and the symmetric motion ceases to stretch the coupling
spring. At the same time, the higher mode continues to blueshift on account of the increase in stiffness against
antisymmetric motion as the coupling spring becomes less compliant.
The experimental identification of the primarily torsion-like and primarily flexion-like modes is from the displace-
ment patterns observed in raster-scanned images of the interferometric signal (thermomechanical and RF torque-
driven). The flexion-like mode is found to have lower frequency than the torsion mode in the present work. This
torsion mode is 5% higher in frequency, yielding an upper bound estimate for the coupling parameter of  = 0.025.
7FIG. S6. a) A torsion spring (illustrated as a straight line) with effective torsional spring constant, κ, coupled to a linear spring
with spring constant, k, through a linear spring with spring constant, K. The respective mechanical frictions are γT (torsional)
and γL (linear). Panels b) and c) show amplitude response due to a simulated torsional drive frequency sweep of the toy model
spring system for various coupling factors. The solutions are obtained with a Python differential equation solver. The dashed
lines show the uncoupled case, where only the torsion spring responds to the drive.
FIG. S7. Squared thermomechanical (undriven) displacement signal recorded with a 46 Hz noise-equivalent power bandwidth.
The solid line is a Lorentzian fit. The shaded peak area above the technical noise floor calibrates the torque response.
B. Thermomechanical Calibration
The total energies of the modes are given by
Etot =
1
2
κ
(
xpeak1
Reff
)2
+
1
2
k(xpeak2 )
2 +
1
2
K(xpeak1 ± xpeak2 )2, (S4)
where ‘−’ and ‘+’ in the third term correspond to the symmetric and antisymmetric modes. The thermomechanical
calibration is obtained by parsing the 12kBT thermal energy between the κ, k, andK contributions.
8The model parameters as obtained from a COMSOL model using device dimensions measured from an electron
micrograph are m = 1.79 × 10−13 kg, I = 4.78 × 10−26 kg m2, and κ = 1.7 × 10−13 Nm/rad. To estimate the upper
bound on  it is assumed that the two modes are nearly degenerate when uncoupled (a 0.5% initial frequency separation
is chosen for clarity of the plots in Fig. S6). The thermomechanical signal in Fig. S7 then yields a peak Brownian
displacement of 2.2 × 10−11 m. The final result is close to the value obtained by a simpler calibration treating the
resonance as a pure torsion mode9. The loss of transduction efficiency from translational motion also being driven
by torque is partially offset by selecting the measurement location where the two displacement contributions add.
The corresponding equivalent torque to drive the thermomechanical optical signal amplitude of 120 nV/Hz1/2 is
τ = 6.0± 0.5 zN·m.
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